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Over four decades, mysterious D-type asteroids have been the 
subject of a myriad of investigations. They represent ~2% of the 
mass of the asteroid belt but are the dominant (~74%) class of the 
Jupiter Trojans [1-4]. These low-albedo objects have featureless, 
steep, linear, reddish spectra from the visible range through ~1.5 
μm, longward of which there is a distinct kink and slight flattening. 
Their surface mineralogy and geochemistry are unconstrained.

The purpose of this research is to understand VNIR spectral 
distinctions of D-type asteroids at different heliocentric distance
and determine if differences can be associated with other orbital, 
observational, or physical characteristics. This multi-faceted analysis 
will contribute to ongoing efforts to understand D-type
formation, surface properties, and dynamical evolution.

Introduction & Objectives

D-types, formed in a low temperature/pressure environment (~10-
35 AU), are potentially composed low-density phyllosilicates, 
organics, and ice with relatively fragile material strength. They tend 
to disaggregate completely after catastrophic collision rather than 
survive in a differentiated state. This suggests: 1) The mechanism 
responsible for reddening D-type surfaces inward of the Trojans is a 
function of heliocentric distance and surface mineralogy; or 2) The 
population of D-types inward of the Trojans originated from a source 
population significantly redder than contemporary Trojans. 

The spectral asymmetry observed between D-type L4’s and L5’s may 
imply either: 1) The two populations originated from the same 
source material with, L4’s undergoing increased reddening from 
higher escape rates, collisional rates, collisional evolution, and family 
formation in the L4 cloud while L5’s remained ‘fossilized’ in place; or 
2) L4’s and L5’s formed in two distinctly different source regions.  

Discussion

D-types represent a very strange and diverse family of objects with 
many characteristics which are not yet well understood. This work 
has determined spectral reddening for the VNIR slope (0.7-2.45 μm)
increases with decreasing (α). PCA data implies PC1’ decreases as 
spectral reddening increases and directly influences slope. The 
spectral differences observed between L4 and L5 Trojans represents 
a significant dichotomy perhaps related to their formation 
conditions and/or dynamic evolution. 

Conclusions

Methodology
Twenty-five D-type asteroid spectra were newly acquired from the 
NASA Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) using the SpeX instrument 
between 2016-2019 [5]. Another sixty-one VNIR D-type spectra, also 
obtained using IRTF and SpeX, were provided though the literature
[6-8]. Of the eighty-six D-types studied, fifty-eight are Jupiter 
Trojans, with the balance distributed between Inner, Middle, and 
Outer Belt, save for a single near-Earth asteroid and a single Centaur. 
VNIR spectra of other taxonomic types from the literature were 
added to the research to provide context [6, 9-10]. 

D-types were divided into two primary sub-populations (Trojans & 
Non-Trojans) and four secondary sub-populations (Inner/Middle 
Belt, Outer Belt, L4 Trojans, L5 Trojans). Analysis techniques applied 
to the dataset included visual analysis, slope analysis, Monte Carlo 
analysis, correlation, regression, and Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) with the slope component removed from the spectra [6,11].

The most significant outcome was PC1’s impact on the slope 
segment of D-types between 0.7-1.35 μm (Table 1). PC1’ is between 
~62-71% responsible for ~42-54% of the slope component of this 
segment. PC1’ is strongly negatively correlated for L5 Trojans (r(12) = 
-.729, P < .01) and reversed for L4’s (r(44) = .378, P < .05) over 0.7-
1.35 μm.

D-type L4 Trojans and L5 Trojans exhibit marked spectral 
differences from each other and main belt D-types (Figures 2 & 3). 
L5 Trojans (-1.763) have a PC1’/slope coefficient steeper than L4’s (-
1.015). The mean value of PC1’ differs in magnitude and direction 
for L4’s and L5’s, with L4’s having a negative PC1’ with high 
magnitude (-0.04), and L5’s having a positive PC1’ with very low 
magnitude (0.003). PC3’ (~1.42% of observed variation of D-types) 
exhibits the same trend. PC2’, representing ~1.79% of observed 
variation, increases with increasing slope in L4’s and decreases with 
increasing slope in L5’s. PC1’ as a function of slope exhibits a sharp 
difference between Non-Trojans (-0.196) and Trojans (-1.044). 

Some orbital/observational characteristics of D-types have 
interesting ties to each other. There is a significant relationship 
between heliocentric distance and diameter (D) represented by (F(1, 
84) = 14.37, P < .01, R2 = .15). Heliocentric distance and inclination 
(F(1, 84) = 33.1, P < .01, R2 = .28) have a stronger predictive model 
than (α) and (D) by a factor of ~2x. The former is likely due to weak 
D-type compositional material, with the latter the result of 
secular/mean motion resonance sorting and/or observational bias. 

Results - Continued

Table 1. Univariate regression results for key D-type principal component relationships.

Study results indicate D-types have slopes which increase with 
decreasing semi-major axis (α) across the full VNIR range. Slope is a 
critical measurement for featureless asteroids as it represents ~88% 
of observed variation [6,11]. The mean slope values are highest for 
D-type non-Trojans, and lowest for D-type Trojans. The finding of 
increasing full slope with decreasing (α) is directly opposite the 
traditional view of the literature [12-13]. However, the wavelength 
range used in early studies easily explains the contradiction as the 
range is more consistent with the 0.7-1.35 μm segment data in this 
study where increased reddening is strongly positively correlated 
with increasing (α).

The first principal component (PC1’), representing ~4.23% of 
observed variation of D-types, decreases as spectral reddening 
increases (Figure 1). All sub-populations of D-types displayed 
decreasing PC1’ with increasing slope. Whatever PC1’ is actually 
composed of, or represents, has some association with reddening 
that decreases with decreasing (α). D-type Trojans, particularly L5’s, 
are at the starting point of this association. 

Results

Figure 2. Depiction of (α), slope (0.7- 2.45 μm), and PC1' for all D-types (N = 86) 
by Solar System Region. Bubble size represents the absolute value of PC1’.
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D-Types Trojans Non-Trojans

R2 F p R2 F p R2 F p

PC1'& i 0.146 14.324 <0.01 0.171 12.972 0.01 0.001 0.021 0.885

PC1'& Full 

Slope
0.077 7.022 <0.01 0.247 20.033 <0.01 0.011 0.29 0.595

PC1' & Slope 

0.7-1.35 μm
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0. 7-1.35 μm
0.146 13.152 <0.01 0.247 18.691 <0.01 0.071 1.91 0.179
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Figure 3. Depiction of (α), slope (0.7- 2.45 μm), and PC1' for D-type L4 (N = 45) 
and L5 (N =13) Trojans. Bubble size represents the absolute value of PC1’.
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Figure 2. Slope (0.7- 2.45 μm) and PC1' for D-types (N = 86) .
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